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Automated Material Handling 
Solutions Provider Reduces 
Duplicate Data Entry by 90%

CASE STUDY:

The Client: 
A leading provider of intelligent automated material handling solutions that drive fulfillment 
productivity for retailers, manufacturers, and logistics providers around the world who chose to use 
Drivestream’s cloud solution. This company, through a broad portfolio of automation equipment, 
software, service, and support, gave businesses a competitive advantage and helped them optimize 
operational performance through increased flexibility, efficiency, and accuracy.

Drivestream worked with this automated material handling solutions provider to overhaul their talent 
acquisition and management processes. Part of this collaboration involved implementing Taleo Cloud 
for the company across six different countries. This transition to Taleo vastly improved the speed and 
quality of the company’s hiring decision while greatly reducing document duplication and labor for 
data entry.

Industry:   Manufacturing/Service

Location:   North America

“Our experience with Drivestream during our Taleo Enterprise Edition 
implementation was a positive one. The entire project team was engaged 
and very professional throughout. The overall project management was 
executed well with detailed plans and project tools. The Drivestream team 
showed accountability and pride in their work and were willing to help us 
evaluate our business processes to determine how to best leverage the 
system with key recommendations.”
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Cloud Implementation Highlights

Enacted a multinational rollout of Taleo across six countries—the USA, China, Canada, Mexico, 
Brazil, and Chile—with industry leading-capabilities for talent management.

Overhauled fragmented manual systems to optimize candidate targeting, job posting 
management, and candidate interviewing/selection tools.

Streamlined workflows and budget approvals with automation.

Improved employee data with real-time integrated systems, including for background checks and 
drug testing.

Greatly improved speed of hiring, budget approvals, and quality of hiring decisions.

Enabled intelligent routing and workflow to Executive iPad and iPhones with one-click approvals.

Reduced duplicate data entry into HR systems by 90% with real-time data integration capabilities.

Engendered global standardization for talent acquisition, allowing entities across countries to use 
a unified set of tools for job postings, recruiting, and new hire onboarding.


















